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1: The Importance of Research, Science and
Technology

• Research is increasingly recognised to be an
essential part of national innovation systems,
promoting economic and social progress

• Public policy makers have a dual function:
� To provide the research infrastructure (physical, legal and

human) which underpins research
� To fund that part of research which may not be undertaken

by the private sector

• They must also ensure value for money, and fair
treatment of all taxpayers
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2. The collective nature of research

• Large scale research is now predominantly
conducted by teams, collaborating in various ways
(joint ventures, contracts, co-operations, etc.)

• Public funders have insisted upon collaboration
for various research, economic and political
reasons (EU integration, regional policies, critical
mass, etc.)
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3. Research outputs are complex

 CODIFIED 
KNOWLEDGE 

TACIT 
KNOWLEDGE 

PUBLIC 
KNOWLEDGE 

e.g. academic 
papers, publications, 
expired patents, etc. 

Generic skills 

PROPRIETARY 
KNOWLEDGE 

e.g. current patents, 
copyrights, etc. 

Firm-specific skills 
& knowledge 

 

 

Research institutions and companies can benefit in a 
wide variety of ways from research outputs, not just
patents & licensing
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4: The nature of knowledge production and
transmission systems

• Progression from the ‘linear model’
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• Interactive models, e.g. :-
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‘Convergent’ models

• the ‘Mode 2’ model

• Research is problem oriented, addressed by
specially assembled teams with public & private
sector participants contributing specific
expertise, then dissolving to proceed to new
problems and teams; sometimes participants are
competitors, sometimes collaborators: networks;

• Research as a football game, not a relay race

• Perhaps there is a ‘convergent’ system: PROs and
companies both produce papers and patents, etc…
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5. Internationalisation of research

• A ‘global market’ for research ? (but science has
always been ‘global’)

• Research in some areas can now be ‘bought’ at
many locations across the globe, e.g.
pharmaceuticals, electronics

• Location of research facilities as an economic
threat to government (Glaxo-Welcome in the UK;
recognition of flu vaccine)

• But the ‘best’ expertise may be worth buying in
some sectors; clustering ?
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1. Rising public profile of IPRs

• IPRs are now a prominent public issue, not the
concern only of a few policy makers (e.g. Seattle,
1999).

• International, ethical and ‘moral’ aspects of IPRs
are now widely debated (e.g. the human genome..)
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2. Diversity vs. harmonisation

• New technologies generate needs for new
forms of IP

• International agreements promote
harmonisation of IPR regimes (TRIPS, etc..)

• In general, trends towards strengthening
IPRs in awards of patents, judgements in
favour of owners, etc…
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3. The USA

• >20 years of strengthening IPRs

• Privatisation of public knowledge bases

• A different patent regime

• Bayh-Dole Act (1980)

• BUT: The largest market (50% of
pharmaceutical market)
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Governments & other public funders of
research

• Objectives & conflicts: scientific, social, economic,
cultural ?

• Which areas to support, & what budgets ?
• How much weight to give to industrial views ?
• Rules for public/private benefit balance
• Rules for commercial fairness
• Maintenance of an independent scientific advice

resource
• IPR rules as economic strategy: are they internationally

competitive ?
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PRO Management

• Objectives: scientific reputation & knowledge
base, independence, retention of staff, income ?

• Balance between publicly funded work,
commercial research, and joint activities

• How to exploit research outputs for maximum
institutional benefit: public knowledge, formal
IPR protection, licensing, spin-off companies,
incubators, donations, alumni, etc….

• Fairness of treatment of staff in lucrative areas vs.
other areas ?
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TLO managers

• Negotiations with commercial organisations
(sale of IP, licensing, further research….)

• Research contract details: collaboration
agreements, contracts…

• Gaining co-operation of researchers
(educating researchers in basic IP rules!)

• Retention of research staff
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Researchers

• How best to exploit their ‘human capital (i.e. their
IP): reputation, academic career, salary, licences
fees, company equity…..) ?

• What employment conditions to accept on
ownership/rewards from research outputs ?

• How many results to make public, and when ?
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Conclusions

• All IP issues are trade-offs (monopoly vs.
diffusion, public interests vs. private interests,
contract negotiations, etc…)

• IPRs are implicit in all public S&T policy
decisions

• The research system is changing, as are research
institutions and government priorities

• IPRs are not isolated technical issues for
negotiations between parties: they are now
prominent public issues


